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UAH's grand
new gateway
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The addition of a lake, a signature building and a round
about intersection will provide UAH an amenity it has been
lacking for a number a years — a gateway onto the campus.
The creation of a well-defined entrance is part of the
dramatic changes in store as officials begin the process
of implementing a new campus master plan.
Part of that master plan was to bring a more cohesive
identity to the university, including an entrance, as well as
design standards for future building, campus signage and
establishment of the campus green.
"These are all areas that will aid in bringing identity to the
campus and create a more friendly and pedestrian campus,"
according to Mike Finnegan, assistant vice president of
facilities and operations.
Dirt has been excavated for the construction of the
Applied Sciences Building, which will serve as the focal point
of the new entrance. The 200,000-square-foot building is
expected to be finished in 2007.
Lakeside Drive will be rerouted slightly to accommodate
the new gateway and a third lake will be added to the west
side of the central campus. Lakeside Drive will
terminate into a roundabout that will connect the entrance
with the existing campus loop road.
These features will create an aesthetic entrance for
visitors to the campus, according to UAH officials. QIMiH
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Dear A L U M N I :

College of Administrative
Science Celebrates 25 Years
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Alumni and friends celebrated the 25 th anniver
sary of the College of Administrative Science in
October with two days of activities that included a
meeting of the college's business advisory council,
alumni teaching, dedication of the Alumni of
Achievement Hall of Honor in the ADSCI building,
and a luncheon that saluted the college's history.
Marketing professor Jim Simpson served as master
of ceremonies for the Friday luncheon that was host
ed and arranged by the Alumni Association.
The program included remarks from UAH
President Frank Franz, the presentation of a procla
mation from the Alabama House of Representatives
by The Honorable Ray Garner, the presentation of a
commemorative paver by alumni association
President Grady Gaston, '85, and the announcement
of faculty awards as chosen by alumni.
Simpson delighted the audience with a look back
at the college's history through archival photos and
witty recollections.
Alumni came from as far away as Indiana and
Washington, D.C. to be part of the occasion and
some even took the opportunity to sit in on classes
being led by their former professors. The two days of
events wrapped up a multi-faceted celebration that
began early last spring with birthday cake and bar-bque served to students in the ADSCI lobby. UTAH

What an exciting
time to be part of
UAH! The universi
ty is in an impressive
period of growth,
one that will forever
change not only the
face of the campus,
but the day-to-day
student experiences
that make fond
alumni memories.
Piles of red dirt seem
to be everywhere with construction underway
on both the new fraternity and sorority
houses and the Applied Sciences Building.
Even the University Bookstore has gotten
into the act with a remodeling that will
surprise and delight alumni who remember
the tiny bookstore in the basement.
All these changes bode well for the univer
sity's future and add value to the status of
your UAH degree. They also bring impetus to
the Alumni Association to find new ways to
connect with the ever-growing alumni body.
UAH has many alumni in the Gulf coast
areas affected by hurricane Katrina. When
the magnitude of the tragedy became appar
ent we worked with university administrators
to arrange accommodations on campus for
those who were displaced. Using our alumni
database, we called every graduate's house
hold in the affected area that we could reach
to extend the offer of safe haven. While we
found no takers, we spoke with many people
who were pleasantly surprised to know that
their university cared.
The association has a young, vibrant board
that reflects the demographics of our 23,000
alumni. Look for more new programs like
Casino Night and services like discounts at
hip local coffee shops that are emblematic
of the new UAH.
One of the ways to show your UAH pride
while painlessly helping to raise scholarship
dollars is to carry the new UAH Visa Card
from USBank. Every time you use your card,
you help. While your transactions are com
pletely confidential, the Alumni Association
receives a donation on the total amount
charged by everyone who carries the UAH
Visa Card. Over the years, this has amounted
to more than $50,000.
This fall we've again been privileged
to participate in the Combined Federal
Campaign (CFC). Contributions through
CFC to the association's scholarship fund
make a significant impact on our continued
ability to offer more than $30,000 in scholar
ships annually.
Thanks to all of you who to keep UAH in
your life by attending activities, supporting
the Chargers on the playing fields, making
donations, and staying in touch. We
appreciate it!
Sincerely,
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April L. Harris
Director, Alumni Relations
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A c r a n e lifts a
solar o b s e r v a t o r y
d o m e into p l a c e
a t o p t h e UAH
O p t i c s Building.
The o b s e r v a t o r y
had been at
Marshall S p a c e
Flight C e n t e r for
several years but
was to be closed
if a n e w h o m e
could not be found.
Moving it t o UAH
n o t only k e e p s t h e
NASA o b s e r v a t o r y
operating, but also
g i v e s UAH faculty
and students
a c c e s s t o a facility
a n d its solar v e c t o r
magnetograph.
S t u d e n t s in UAH's
Physics D e p a r t m e n t
will u s e t h e t e l e s c o p e
b o t h for r e s e a r c h
a n d t o learn
t e c h n i q u e s for
developing
advanced
instruments.

44 Endowed scholarships initiated this year
Endowed scholarships have been initiated by 37 different individuals, families and organizations during the past year. Endowments are funds held in
perpetuity, the interest from which is expended to furnish scholarships or for the purpose specified by the donor when the fund is created. A named endowed
scholarship is a permanent and prestigious tribute to a mentor, favorite professor, or loved one. The following is a list of UAH endowed scholarships initiated
between October 1, 2004 and September 30, 2005. Endowments can be created through a $10,000 gift of cash, a five-year pledge, or through a will bequest.

ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE
American Marketing Association UAH Chapter
Scholarship
Berkowitz Entrepreneurial Scholarship
J. Stephen Monger - Regions Scholarship
James W. (Cuz) Ritch Memorial Scholarship
James and Janis Simpson Scholarship
Ruth and Harry Wallad Scholarship

Gerald R. Karr ASME Leadership Scholarship
Alexander and Barbara Poularikas Scholarship
Bernard J. and Kathleen Schroer Scholarship
Vanitha and Nagendra Singh Scholarship
Cynthia W. and James E. Smith, Jr. Scholarship
Stephen F. Thornton Engineering Scholarship
Dr. Francis C. and Susan J. Wessling Scholarship
Mr. and Mrs. Shu-Zee Wu Scholarship

ENGINEERING

LIBERAL ARTS

Dr. and Mrs. Reza Adhami Engineering Scholarship
ASWANCC Consulting, Inc. Scholarship
William E. Bowers Engineering
Memorial Scholarship
Donna and Richard Fork Engineering Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. Clark W. Hawk Scholarship
Dr. C. D. Johnson Engineering Scholarship
Clyde S. and Georgine Jones ECE Dept.
Chair Scholarships (7 Total)

Aufidn Daughters' Philosophy Scholarship:
Christine, Melissa, Serena, and Maria
Dr. Deborah Edwards Barnhart English Scholarship
Ina B. Clark Global Studies Scholarship
Ms. Dorothy Smith Davidson Scholarship
Kaiho Haapala DiCerbo Presidential
Memorial Scholarship
History Alumni Scholarship
Elizabeth M. Jones English Language Scholarship

NURSING
CMSA Scholastic Excellence Award
Beta Phi Chapter, Sigma Theta Tau Scholarship

SCIENCE
George L. and Hannah Y. Moriarity Scholarship

MULTI-COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY WIDE
Academy for Lifetime Learning at UAH
Terry C. Baughman Scholarship
Ed and Gayle Buckbee Scholarship
Mr. Robert B. McGowan Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Henry L. Pugh, Jr. Scholarship
Patrick W. Richardson Memorial Scholarship
UAH Phi Kappa Phi Scholarship

Campus NEWS
Construction under way on fraternity and sorority housing

Alpha Tau Omega

Delta Zeta

UAH benefactors Susie Hudson and Mark Smith, above, speak
at the groundbreaking event for Fraternity and Sorority Row,
The Huntsville business and civic leaders contributed $2.5 million
toward the construction of the first five houses near Southeast
Campus Housing. The first five homes are expected to be
ready for occupancy by Fall 2006 by Delta Zeta, Kappa Delta,
Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Nu, and Delta Chi, Additional homes
are planned for the site, according to Vice President for
Advancement Derald Morgan.

Delta Chi

UAH adds modeling, simulation focus;
creates new center and hires director
Rapid growth of the modeling and simulation
industry has resulted in the creation of a new
research center at UAH and the recruitment of a
new scientist.
Dr. Mikel Petty, former chief scientist at the
Virginia Modeling, Analysis and Simulation
Center at Old Dominion University, has joined
UAH to lead the university's efforts at
supporting the modeling and simulation industry
in Alabama.
"The opportunity to leverage this position into
a sustained economic advantage for Alabama is
great," said Dr. Ron Greenwood, UAH Vice
President for Research. "Huntsville is already a
leader worldwide in modeling and simulation
technology, education, workforce development,
application, and industrial development. We need
to add M&.S information technology to the list of
those few qualities that distinguish Alabama in its
efforts to compete in economic development in
the 21st century,"
The UAH Center for Modeling, Simulation
and Analysis was approved last year by the
University of Alabama System's Board of Trustees,
and the university began searching for a topnotch researcher to focus its efforts and to support
the industry.
Dr. Petty said his desire to move to Huntsville
was two-fold — personal ambition and
Huntsville's background in M&S technologies.
"The idea of starting a new research center for
modeling and simulation intrigued me tremen
dously," he said. "I had learned quite a bit
working at centers at Old Dominion and at the
University of Central Florida, and I plan to apply
that knowledge at UAH. So, from a personal and
professional standpoint, I am looking forward to
that challenge."
He said Huntsville is home to a number of
important organizations in the modeling and sim
ulation world, but the area lacks exposure outside
the local community.
"There is a tremendous body of modeling and
simulation competence in this area, and I have

Dr. Mikel Petty will lead efforts to expand the
university's role in modeling and simulation.

been favorably impressed by the work that is being
done here. I had developed relationships with peo
ple in Huntsville over the years, so I was familiar
with some of the activities taking place, now, 1
hope to leverage and exploit those opportunities
that exist."
Dr. Petty has worked in modeling and simula
tion research and development since 1990 and has
published more than 120 research papers. He has
been responsible for more than $11 million in
research funding.
Old Dominion's M&S center grew from $1.5
million in annual research revenues in 1999 to.
more than $10 million this year. Dr. Petty is quick
to note that many people contributed to that
growth. However, he hopes to see similar results at
UAH, and will spend his first few weeks recruiting
research scientists for the new center. UAH

Business seniors
score high in
national test
Graduating seniors in UAH's business school
scored in the top 20 percent of senior business
majors across the nation this spring.
"We were pleased to see that our students
performed so well," said Dr. Dan Sherman,
associate dean of UAH's business school. "It's
nice to have that independent validation."
Beginning last fall each student in the
college's "capstone" senior class, Business Policy,
has been required to take the Educational
Testing Services' test for business administra
tion. Every student in every business major is
tested in eight business disciplines: Accounting,
business law, economics, finance, international
business,
management,
marketing and
quantitative methods.
Accounting majors had the highest mean
scores, followed by finance majors, although as a
group the seniors had their highest average
scores in marketing and quantitative methods.
Their highest percentile standing among
their peers nationally were in marketing and
international business.
The 139 UAH students taking the test this
spring scored slightly better than the 89 who
took the test last fall. While the spring 2005
report did not include a head count, more than
80,000 senior business majors nationwide took
the test during the 2003-2004 school year.
Unlike other surveys and rankings, including
a recent survey of business students and alumni
which focused on individual satisfaction with
various aspects of the business school, the ETS
test is "an empirical testing of knowledge,"
Sherman said. "What that allows us to do is
tell which areas were stronger and which were
weaker, in terms of student performance, so we
can make curriculum adjustments."
The college also uses the test to meet the
outcome assessment requirements of both the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,
and the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business, International.

Rotorcraft briefing
Representatives ot the Huntsville-Madison
County Chamber of Commerce learn more
about the university's expanding academic
and research programs for rotorcraft systems
and engineering. Drs. Jim Snider and Jeff
Cerny led the group through a tour of UAH's
new helicopter simulator and a helicopter in
Olin B. King Technology Hall.
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Charger ATHLETICS
Taube celebrates 300th volleyball win at UAH
Laura Taube has the proverbial "cake." She
recently achieved her 300th win as UAH head
volleyball coach.
The "icing on the cake" — a GSC champi
onship, remains an elusive feat for Taube that
would add an especially sweet topping to her
athletic coaching career at UAH.
Taube's 300th win came on Sept. 3, against
Central Arkansas at the Harding Tournament in
Searcy, Ark.
"I had forgotten all about it and after we won,
the parents held up signs ... they gave me two
bracelets that said, '300 wins'. It was fun," she said.
"This is my 12th season as head volleyball
coach here at UAH," Taube said. "I suppose
one thing still lacking in my career is winning
a GSC championship. This would put icing
on the cake."
Taube came to UAH in August of 1993 as
assistant basketball coach. During that year, the
head volleyball coach resigned. "I applied for the
position and the athletic director, Paul Brand, hired
me to fill it. Both positions were part time so that
made me 'full time.' I have really felt blessed to have
been given the opportunity here at UAH, and grate
ful to all of those that were part of that decision."
After two years of coaching overlapping sports,
Taube resigned from the basketball coaching position
to become the new assistant Softball coach under Les
Stuedeman. "I worked in that position for one year, it
was the first year for Softball at UAH."
Taube's duties included assisting with travel
plans, and processing a great deal of the paperwork.
"I have also done some marketing and helped
with the tennis program. I really enjoy what I do,

Charger Hockey
Date

Site

Time

Coach Taube looks on as her squad is introduced,
and I love UAH and Huntsville. We have a terrific
athletic department with a lot of hardworking
people and a great facility to practice and play our
matches."
Before Taube began her extensive coaching
career at UAH, she taught physical education and
health at Spring Garden Middle School and was
coaching volleyball and basketball at Benton High
School in St. Joseph, Mo. "I knew many college
coaches and that is how I came to UAH. I am grate
ful that I was given the chance to be a college coach."
Taube has been honored as GSC Coach of the
Year two times, in 1995 and 1999. "We have been to
the NCAA South Central Regional tournament four
times in 11 years. I suppose one high point in my
career while at UAH was beating the University of

Men's Schedule
Date

Charger Basketball

Opponent

Time

2-3

Ohio State (Away)

6:05 p.m.

3

Carson-Newman (Away)

6 p.m.

9

Princeton (Away)

6:00 p.m.

10

Covenant (Home)

7 p.m.

10

Princeton (Away)

6:00 p.m.

17

29

Nebraska-Omaha (Away)

7:05 p.m.

30

31

Minnesota State (Away)

7:07 p.m.

January

Date

Women's Schedule

Opponent

Time

December

December

December

North Alabama (UNA) on Nov. 2, 1999 in a
five- game match and winning 15-13 in the last
game. UNA is one of our biggest rivals and that
night was special.
"I think my teams have averaged 25.8 wins per
season .... I have had several players win awards
over the years," said Taube. "A few awards went to
Becky Stitt and Ellen LaFiore. Both players were
named to the All-GSC first team in each year they
played. And both were named to the All-Region
teams. I also had two players named as the AVCA
player of the week, LaFiore in 1999, and setter Lisa
Spencer, in 1998. There have been other players
on the All-GSC team as well."
While a GSC championship eludes her for
now, Taube feels that she has been successful at
UAH. "I have only had one losing season," she
said. "I have been successful at recruiting players
that are also good students and most of my
recruits have graduated and gone on to very
successful careers in their field.
"I now have volleyball alumni that are
researchers in biology, engineers, teachers, nurses
and even a few coaches," Taube reflects. "It has
been satisfying to see them graduate and go on
and have happy lives after college. So, in many
ways I am proud of my volleyball program and the
student athletes. We are always working to improve
... and get better in the classroom as well as on
the court."
Taube will lose four seniors this year, so next year
will be a rebuilding year. "I think we will still be a
strong contender in the GSC and the region as long
as the returning players and new recruits work hard
to fulfill our goals." UAH

Bellarmine (Away)

4 p.m.

Oakland City (Home)

7 p.m.

3

Carson-Newman (Home)

7 p.m.

January

2-3

Lady Bison Classic
(Harding University) (Away)
6 p.m.

2

Harding (Away)

3

Ouachita Baptist (Away)

4 p.m.

6

Stillman (Home)

7 p.m.

10

Martin Methodist (Home)

5 p.m.

17

Kentucky State (Away)

2 p.m.

30
January

Ouachita Baptist (Home)

5 p.m.
5:15 p.m.

6

Mir Force (Home)

7:05 p.m.

7

'West Alabama (Home)

7 p.m.

7

Mir Force (Home)

4:05 p.m.

9

•Montevallo (Home)

7:30 p.m.

13

•Robert Morris (Home)

7:05 p.m.

14

'West Florida (Away)

2:30 p.m.

2

Southern Indiana (Away)

4:05 p.m.

16

'Valdosta State (Away)

7 p.m.

7

"West Alabama (Home)

5 p.m.

West Georgia (Home)

7 p.m.

9

'Montevallo (Home)

5:30 p.m.

"Lincoln Memorial (Away)

7 p.m.

14

'West Florida (Away)

4:30 p.m.

16

"Valdosta State (Away)

5 p.m.

21

"West Georgia(Home)

5 p.m.

23

"Lincoln Memorial (Away)

5 p.m.

28

"North Alabama (Away)

1 p.m.

30
February

Oakland City (Away)

6 p.m.

14

•Robert Morris (Home)

20

•Niagara (Away)

6:05 p.m.

21

21

•Niagara (Away)

1:05 p.m.

23

27-28

•Wayne State (Away)

7:05 p.m.

February
3

•Bemidji State (Home)

7:05 p.m.

4

'Bemidji State (Home)

4:05 p.m.

10-11
17-18
24
25

Mir Force (Away)
'Wayne State (Away)
'Wayne State (Away)

3 p.m.
8 p.m.

February
"Valdosta State (Home)

7 p.m.

6

'West Florida (Home)

7:30 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

11

"Montevallo (Away)

7:30 p.m.

4

"Valdosta State (Home)

5 p.m.

8:05 p.m.

13

'West Alabama (Away)

7:30 p.m.

6

'West Florida (Home)

5:30 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

18

"West Georgia (Away)

6:30 p.m.

11

'Montevallo (Away)

5:30 p.m.

4:05 p.m.

20

'Lincoln Memorial (Home)

7:30 p.m.

13

'West Alabama (Away)

5:30 p.m.

25

"North Alabama (Home)

7 p.m.

18

"West Georgia (Away)

4:30 p.m.

28

GSC Tournament (Away)

20

"Lincoln Memorial (Home)

5:30 p.m.
5 p.m.

March
3

'Bemidji State (Away)

7:35 p.m.

4

'Bemidji State (Away)

7:05 p.m.

10-12

CHA Tournament (Away)

TBA

All listed times are Central.
All Charger home games will be played at the Von Braun Center.
'Indicates College Hockey America Conference Games

6

"North Alabama (Away)
Oakland City (Away)

4

Rochester Institute
of Technology (Home)

28
30

March

25

"North Alabama (Home)

1-5

28
March

GSC Tournament (Away)

1-5

GSC Tournament(Away)

GSC Tournament (Away)

*Gulf South Conference games
All tip times are Central Time

"Gulf South Conference games
All tip times are Central Standard Time

Clark Hawk lives fantasy at
Anaheim Angel's baseball camp
The advertisement could have read: Anaheim
Angels Baseball Fantasy Camp allows middle-aged
jocks to put on a uniform and become a kid again.
For Clark Hawk, 68, it was an opportunity for a life
long dream to be fulfilled.
"I have been a. big fan of the Angels since they
came into being in 1961," Hawk said. "More than
anything, I knew this could be a once-in-a-lifetime
experience, and since skill was not a requirement,
I went for it!"
As a youngster, Hawk was around baseball all the
time, which included playing the sport on sandlots and
attending Cleveland Indians games with parents and
friends. "After graduating from college, I played
fast-pitch softball and enjoyed the challenge and
camaraderie of the game."
"I hadn't played in a competitive game in 35 years.
So the first order of business was restoring what skills
I could," said Hawk.
David Keel, former head coach of the UAH
Charger baseball program, helped Hawk with hitting
and other essentials of the sport for several weeks
before the start of the fantasy camp.
Hawk, director of the Propulsion Research Center
and professor of mechanical and aerospace engineering
at UAH, attended the fantasy camp which was held at
the spring training headquarters of the Anaheim
Angels in Tempe, Ariz. There, he joined 55 other
campers from numerous cities and states such as
California, Virginia and Boston.
"There were three of us over 60 but the largest
group was between the ages of 40 to 50. Two women
were also in our group, and all of us were from pretty
interesting backgrounds, including a minister, comedi
an, news reporter, sports journalist, school teacher,
counselor, professional singer, chiropractor, sales
manager and the son of the Angels' owner," he said.
Hawk's "dream week" began entering the locker
room to find a locker containing a uniform with
his name on the back. After checking everything
for fit, Hawk said they were lectured how to wear the
uniform properly and locker room etiquette by
Rex Hudler, former Angel and current Angels
broadcaster.
The second day began with the "commissioner" for
the camp, Jim Fregosi, introduced the coaching staff
consisting of both former Angels players and current
minor league coaches, and what to expect during
the camp.
The camp participants then went to physical
conditioning skills, position instruction and practice.
"Fielding practice was overlapped with batting practice
and so many things were happening at once," he said.
"What may have appeared chaotic was really quite
well organized."
Hawk said the campers were being rated

constantly by the instructors during these drills. At
noon, the coaching staff organized the campers into
four teams and competition among them began that
afternoon.
The following two days involved the campers
playing games in both the morning and afternoon with
a "champion" being crowned after five games. That
evening, several former Angel stars joined the campers
for the awards banquet. The next day, each of the
camper teams got to play three innings against the pros
in the main stadium. Hawk said his team played the
pros to a scoreless tie.
"You would have thought we won the World Series
with all the high fives and broad smiles," Hawk
said, laughing.
The camp experience included accommodations
for five days and four nights, an Angels uniform and
warm-up jacket, meals, practice sessions with baseball
heroes such as Jim Fregosi, Bert Campaneris and
Bobby Grich, personalized baseball cards with camp
participants in uniform, and a special campers reunion
at the Anaheim Stadium prior to a big game with the
Chicago White Sox.
As a result of this experience, Hawk has joined the
Southern Senior Baseball League (SSBL) of
Huntsville. SSBL is affiliated with the Men's Senior
Baseball League. SSBL team members, most of
whom are more than 50 years old, compete with
national teams in Florida, Arizona, Georgia and other
southern states. UMJ
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Hurricane Katrina
UAH campus responding
to needs of Waveland, Miss
Jim Smith knows the Gulf Coast region fairly well from
making numerous deep-sea fishing trips in the Gulf of Mexico.
Like everyone else, he had seen media accounts of the
devastation from Hurricane Katrina, particularly along the
Mississippi coast.
In his mind, he had wondered for days how he could help.
Enroute to work one morning, he was listening to a news report
on Huntsville radio station WRSA. Alan Burns, a member of the
Christian Life Church in Orange Beach, Ala., was being
interviewed on the station, seeking people who would help the
small town of Waveland, Miss. The town of about 6,700 lost its
city hall, police station and fire station. The town's mayor lost his
life in the storm. Alan was asking for air mattresses to help get
the people of Waveland off the ground.
A year earlier, when Hurricane Ivan blew through Orange
Beach, the residents of Waveland arrived in Orange Beach to
assist residents there. Burns knew he could count on Alabamians
to return the favor.
That news report on the radio station prompted Smith, a
UAH engineering professor, into action. His family decided that
they were going to donate their 27-foot travel trailer to
the little town on the Mississippi coast. But he wanted to go
a step further. He got a list of critical needs from Waveland.
Jim hit the airwaves, talking about Waveland's needs on WRSA
and a story was aired by WAFF-TV, asking for donations.
From those stories, he received 5,500 pounds of goods from
the community as well as the UAH campus, including the
offer of another trailer and a truck to haul the goods. With two
trailers loaded, Smith and two UAH graduate students began the
trek on a Friday morning, traveling to the Orange Beach church
before continuing their journey the next day.
Smith and the students arrived in Waveland Saturday
morning. A Kmart parking lot was serving as one relief center.
"The relief effort was incredible. It was just truck after truck after
truck, he said. Actually, he said the little community was
overwhelmed because there was so much relief activity.
However, by the time we left on Sunday morning, FEMA had
worked out many of the logistics issues."
Smith and his students, Casey Hampton and Bart Johnson,
finished unloading and setting up the trailer on Saturday after
noon. "We thought we would walk down to the beach
but were told it was still approximately 1.5 miles away," Smith
said. "It was getting near dark and a dusk to dawn curfew was
in effect." However, the group was told along which route they
could drive the next morning.
He said at the storm's peak, the coastal area of Waveland
suffered a 37-foot-high storm surge. That surge was more than
20 feet high at the relief center, completely submerging the
Kmart and other area stores. Even as far away as Interstate
10 the storm surge reached the underside of an overpass.
Smith said the devastation was like nothing he had ever seen.
Although he has more than 150 photographs to chronicle his
trip, "the photographs cannot show the extent of damage
wrought by Hurricane Katrina." l

UAH alumnus helps ABC
broadcast news to the world
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On the front lines of Hurricane Katrina isn't
exactly where David Milly imagined he'd find him
self. But that's exactly what happened when the
owner of TLS Lighting received a phone call from his
staff on the night of Aug. 30.
ABC needed a lighting crew in Gulfport, Miss., to
light broadcasts of their various news shows,
including World News Tonight and Primetime Live.
Milly ('76 B.S., business administration) heeded the
call, and drove the 400 miles from Huntsville to the
Gulf Coast with some of his crew, making sure to pick
up gas and rations on the way.
What followed was a once-in-a-lifetime experi
ence as Milly and his crew stayed in a hotel without
power or water, attempted to eat military MREs
(meals ready-to-eat) and saw abandoned towns that
had been completely shredded.
"I wrote the people who hired us to go down there.
I said, 'I thank you for the experience,"' Milly said.
"'But next time there's a hurricane, don't call us.'"
The company that hired Milly was the Lighting
Design Group in Manhattan, which does a lot of
broadcast lighting, according to company principal
Clay van Nortwick. He and his partners were con
tracted by ABC to provide portable lighting for their
remote broadcasts in the Gulf Coast region and
needed a locally-based supplier. "We stumbled across
TLS when another vendor we've used fell through on
Tuesday night," van Nortwick said. "And David came
through."
Milly was at home on Aug. 30—one day after
Katrina made landfall—when he received word that
the Lighting Design Group had called his office's
emergency line at 9 p.m. that night.
"They called me at home and said, 'What do we
do?!' And I said, 'We'll do this one. And as a matter
of fact, I'm going on this one,"' he said. With a truck
full of HMI gear and a small generator, Milly and his
crew left Huntsville at 5 a.m. the next morning,
stopping at Wal-Mart on their way out of town
to fill up on gas, food and water.
"Seven and a half hours later, we were standing on
the Gulf of Mexico at 'ground zero,' where the worse
devastation I've ever seen in my life was. We got to
Gulfport probably around 2:30 in the afternoon, and
we had bulldozers in front of us on the roads, opening
up some of the pine trees that had been demolished
and thrown," Milly said.
"There were about 15 to 20 people in our group.
We had a satellite truck from Chicago, a grip truck,
probably four or five automobiles and a big rock 'n'
roll bus that they got out of Nashville. And
you had to go 200 miles more to find anything—
gas, water, food—becauSSShose last 200 miles, there
was nothing."

Not surprisingly, lighting the various ABC shows
was a bit of a challenge, though that was due more to
the scope of the shoot than the conditions.
"We shot an hour-long show where they were
throwing back and forth from Biloxi. It wasn't like,
'We're in New York and we're gonna go to Biloxi.' It
was, 'We're in Biloxi and we're going to throw it to
New York and throw it to New Orleans and throw it
to Washington,"' Milly said. "They kind of ran the
show out of where we were." The satellite truck
beamed the footage to New York, and a satellite
phone connected the truck with the network, but
otherwise, it was a 40-mile drive to find cell phone
service. Milly said that 100 cars surrounded a sole cell
tower powered by a generator.
Milly and his associates stayed in a Best Western
10 miles from the coast for two nights before heading
back to Huntsville late on the night of Sept. 2.
Because Gulfport was practically deserted, there were
no rescue operations to help with, so time was spent
in makeshift accommodations.
"We stayed in a hotel room with no water, no
power and the windows did not open, so you had to
leave the door open to sleep. The second floor of our
hotel was wet," he says. "It was 93 degrees at least
every day.
It was unbearable. I just drank a lot of water and
poured it over my head. We had some canned beans
and peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, but most of
the guys ate MREs. They're the little military things
and you dump water into it, and there's a little heater
inside that heats the food up. The guys said it was
pretty good. I never got beyond the cookie."
Some Katrina survivors were around when Milly
first arrived; on the first night of filming, the chosen
location was the Gulfport docks, right by a few
casinos. About 10 people remained at a hotel across
the street, taking shelter underneath the first floor,
which had been blown out by the storm. Milly talked
with the group and learned that they had watched the
storm approach from their balconies. He encountered
another man who drove up during filming and told a
story about his brother's house.
"They know the address is on Highway 90, which
is that gulf-front road. He said the house was built in
1830. It had weathered 50 hurricanes and it stood.
You could not find the house, nor the foundation. It
scraped it clean," Milly said.
Even getting out of the hurricane zone on
their way back north wasn't a picnic. They left at
11 p.m., and arrived back in Huntsville at 6:30 a.m.,
which made for a dark ride. "Hattiesburg didn't have
any power. Meridian had lights at the interstate,
but it didn't look like the whole city had power,"
Milly said. UAH
Reprinted from Pro Lights and Staging News

Alumni PROFILE
Paul Ruffin may work in a small world, but
his missile defense contributions axe huge
D
• I
By DeborahL Bennick

Dr. Paul B. Ruffin's world keeps getting
smaller, but his ideas continue to grow.
The Army senior research scientist started
his career in 1977, working with optics used
in missiles. Since then he has moved on to
fiber optics, microelectromechanical systems
and, most recently, nanotechnology, which
uses particles that are about 1/80,000th
the width of a human hair. Only the most
powerful microscopes can be used to see
nano-sized particles.
But while Ruffin's subject is invisible to
the naked eye, his accomplishments are
clearly visible in the field of missile guidance
and would take several pages to list.
Ruffin holds master's (1982) and doctor
ate (1986) degrees in physics from UAH. He
has six patents under his belt and is working
on another. He has published or presented
more than 100 technical papers, served on
numerous boards and counsels related to
optics technology in the military, and serves
on graduate students' advisory committees at
UAH and Alabama A&M University, where
he earned his bachelor's in physics in 1977.
In 2003 he won the top award for a civil
ian Army researcher, the Army Research and
Development Achievement Award. The
same year he was one of seven people tapped
for an Alumni of Achievement Award by the
UAH Alumni Association. Earlier this year,
Ruffin was the recipient of the UAH College
of Science Distinguished Alumnus Award
and the Alabama A&M VPilliam Hooper
Council Alumni Award, as well as being
inducted in the Alabama A&M Alumni Hall
of Fame in Science.
All of this, and he's only 50 and still going
strong, constantly thinking up ways to use
new technology.
"I've had good work. I don't get bored, I
just followed the technology," Ruffin said.
It s rewarding to know that even at my age
I'm able to (keep learning). I'm able to make
a contribution to aid soldiers and humanity."
Ruffin, who lives in Toney, works at
Redstone Arsenal in the Applied Sensors
Guidance and Electronics Directorate at
the Aviation and Missile Research,
Development & Engineering Center, which
is part of the Army Research, Development,
and Engineering Command (RDECOM). He
has been promoted to Senior Research
Scientist for microsensors and systems, the
top of the technical route for scientists in
the government."
He has focused his career on missile guid
ance research, both at his first job at
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Dynetics and at the Arsenal, where he has
worked since 1982. His six patents are relat
ed to missile guidance, as.is an invention that
he considers his greatest professional accom
plishment. That invention, on how to wind
fiber optic wires in a gyroscope, solved a
long-standing problem with accurately steer
ing missiles after they have been launched.
For that, he won the Black Engineer of the
Year Special Recognition Award in 1998.
Ruffin talks easily about his successes, but
says there are others around him even
smarter. He credits good bosses for the acco
lades he has received over the years, saying
they recognized his talents and accomplish
ments and submitted his name for national
awards.
With the latest nanotechnology, Ruffin is
coming up with new ideas for inventions
that can utilize its tiny size. Researchers
are using it to test the environment for
harmful chemical and biological agents, to
coat missile parts so they will be lighter and
stronger, and to make missiles burn fuel more
efficiently.
Ruffin also sees non-military potential for
nanotechnology. He is working on an inven
tion that might be used to treat cancerous
and other tumors.

Physics brought Ruffin to north Alabama
in the mid-1970s. He grew up in Gilbertown,
in south Alabama's Choctaw County. Baling
hay, loading pulpwood logs and plowing
behind mules in the shirt-soaking humidity
was not to his taste. He told his
preacher/farmer father that he was going to
college.
As a high school student he did well in
physics classes and had a natural curiosity for
why things happen the way they do. "I enjoy
physics, it was easy for me," he said.
While attending Mobile College (now the
University of Mobile), a friend convinced
Ruffin's mother that he would be more
successful at the smaller Alabama A&M
University. The small classes and personal
attention from professors made him a
competitive student before he went on to
graduate school at UAH, Ruffin said.
Outside of work, Ruffin shares his work
experience, his life experience and his
beliefs with people of all ages. As Director
of Education of the Huntsville Association
of Technical Societies, he gives seed grants
to teachers to do science projects in
schools, then visits the students to explain
how what they are doing is applied in the
"real world."
He mentors high school students through
the U.S. Army RDECOM's Summer Science
and Engineering Apprentice Program; touts
the rewards of science and engineering
careers to students through the AMCOM
Minority
Science
and
Engineering
Committee; and talks to young men from
churches throughout the state about money
management, work ethics, leadership skills
and goal setting.
As well as preaching at the Forge Temple
Church of God in Christ in Birmingham,
Alabama (where he serves as pastor), Ruffin
is a radio minister with a show at 1 p.m.
Sundays on WEUP-AM 1700.
His greatest accomplishment outside of
work and church, he said, was celebrating his
25 th wedding anniversary in 2002 with his
wife, Vetrea Slack Ruffin. The couple has
two daughters, Lacretia Ruffin Conaway and
Angelica Denise Ruffin.
Ruffin sees a common thread to his
accomplishments, whether it's working on a
cancer treatment, developing more accurate
missiles for soldiers or hearing how students
he has mentored have become successful in
their field.
Life's reward, he said, is "when you're
making life better for people." HJAH

A l u m n i EVENTS
Start your carts!

Golfers eagerly lined up In anticipation of a fun day
of golf for a good cause during the 10th annual
Alumni Golf Classic held Sept. 12 at Cherokee
Ridge. Sponsored by the Alumni Association and
the Alabama Credit Union with prizes donated by
Liberty Mutual Insurance, proceeds from the event
benefit alumni programs and services, including
scholarships. Mark your calendars now for the
2006 classic, Aug. 14 at The Ledges.

Fun night raises serious money
While the money was "funny,"
the fun was serious at the first
Alumni Association Casino
Night, Oct. 7 at Huntsville
Country Club. A large crowd of
alumni and friends turned out
to try their hands at just-for-fun
games of chance and to bid
on high-quality silent auction
items all for the benefit of the
association's scholarship fund.
The Texas Hold 'Em room
stayed busy all evening while
other people tried their luck at
craps and roulette.Organized
by the Alumni Board of
Directors with David Milly '76
as the event chair, Casino
Night was supported by alumni
and local businesses
gifts of luxury auction items
including things like a high
definition television, trips,
original art, jewelry, and
personal services. Watch for
announcements of the second
Casino Night scheduled for
next fall.
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Alumni NEWS
It evens smells right

UAH bookstore gets real
Maybe it's the cherry wood display
cases and wall paneling or perhaps
it's the soft carpet and tasteful track
lighting, but the remodeled UAH
Bookstore is an inviting place to shop
and an enticing spot to curl up for an
afternoon "read." It even smells like
one of those big, national chain
bookstores. . .
A visit to the newly remodeled UAH
Bookstore located in the University
Center is a "must." The shop has been
redone and rearranged with a new
paint job, glass front, check stand
(complete with blue glass light fix
tures), display cases, floor plan, and
best of all, an expanded clothing
department. According to manger
Jeff Davis, the bookstore has added
about 40 new logoed clothing items
including super popular fleece
and a "Little Chargers" line of
baby apparel.
Bookstore hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. on Saturdays.

Holiday shopping made easy!
Huggable Gund stuffed animals
and cuddly fleece jackets
for both men and women
are just a few of the great holiday
gift ideas you'll find at the
UAH Bookstore. Stop by to see
a large selection of official
UAH logo items including
desk accessories, new mugs
and glassware and stocking
stuffers like key tags, and decals.

-owe House Ornament
Three-dimensional, brass
ornament depicts the
historic UAH Foundation
Lowe House. Part of the
Historic Huntsville series
Available at the UAH
Bookstore. $12.95

To order call 824-6604 or visit us
at the University Center. Open
weekdays 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Holiday shipping available
through Dec. 20.

UAH
[ UAH pops into your mind first thing in the morning,
j now you can make it official with a UAH toaster!
| This two-slice toaster emblazons toast, waffles, breakfast
i pastries and muffins with the UAH logo. A fun way
fc to start your day and show your UAH pride! Available
at the UAH Bookstore. $19.99

A l u m n i PROFILES

Where are they now?

Donna Lanier
B.S., Management, '89
President & Owner
All Seasons One Hour Heating <St Air Conditioning
Winner, Huntsville Chamber of Commerce
Small Business of the Year 2005
You Don't
"In 1994, with our mission statement in place,
we began to build our residential heating and air
conditioning business, 'To maintain and gain loyal
customers by giving exceptional service,'" says
Donna Lanier. Beginning without a listing in the
telephone directory, it was important for
All Seasons to establish a unique presence in the
marketplace. "We chose to contact homeowners to
educate them on the importance of maintaining
their systems and offer them a precision tune up. If
they were not completely satisfied, they did not pay
a dime," explains Lanier. "Our goal then and now
is to educate our customers and allow them their
choice of products and services." All Seasons
celebrated its tenth anniversary with 15 team
members and a residential customer base of more
than 8,000.
Reason for acquiring business: "I began working as
a manager for All Seasons and was tasked with
implementing policies and procedures based on a
ten-year plan of growth for the Huntsville market.
When the owners decided to retire, I made an offer
to purchase the company and became the owner
January 1, 2005."
Best part about the job: "Taking a problem or con
cern and turning it around with a positive result.
Nothing gives me greater satisfaction."
Best educational decision: "I worked full-time
while pursuing my bachelor's degree, and there
were many times when I almost quit school. My
decision to finish my degree has been a huge
benefit to me personally and professionally."

Derrick T. Copeland
M.S., Electrical Engineering '93,
BSEE, '87
CEO, Applied Data Trends, Inc.
Finalist, Executive of the Year, Huntsville
Chamber of Commerce 2005 Small
Business of the Year Awards
Applied Data Trends (ADT), founded in 1994,
develops software applications to enhance interop
erability in tactical, battle-space environments.
ADT's software applications are open-architecture,
non-proprietary, and provided royalty free to the
government. Customers purchase technology
enhancements for their evolving customer-specific
applications and leverage technology developed
through ADT's expanding user base. "ADT is a
small-business niche leader among generalist
industry giants. Launching the company at a time
when defense budgets were shrinking set ADT on
course for success," says Derrick Copeland. Today,
ADT-provided technology serves as the core for
Army Air and Missile Defense Command Post
Force Operations. ADT was included on the 2001
Inc. 500 list.
Reason for starting ADT: "I wanted to create an
environment where people could flourish. I want
ed ADT to be the opposite of every place I ever
hated to work."

Pay A Dune!

A favorite UAH memory: "Two professors influ
enced me to always work toward the dream
of becoming a business owner, Dr. Ben Graves and
Dr. Eugene Olsen. While working on my degree,
I became a Chevron dealer/owner of a full service
gas station. They both became regular customers
and encouraged me when I became overwhelmed.
Believe me, being a woman in such a male-domi
nated industry, I needed all the encouragement
I could get!"
Best aspect of Huntsville: "I have had the oppor
tunity to travel across the United States, and
I lived in Southern California while working with
Chevron Corporation. While there are many
beautiful and prosperous areas of our country, I
personally cannot imagine a better place to live,
work, and play than North Alabama. The friendly
diversity of our people, our mountains, valleys,
lakes, and opportunities for growth with a small
town atmosphere make living and doing business
very positive."
Top advice for entrepreneurs: "Find mentors to
share your ideas and dreams with. Be willing to
listen to others, and realize that there will always be
hills and valleys. Learn through the valleys and
celebrate the hilltops. Never, ever give up on your
dreams."

Most enjoyable aspect of the job:
"Working with the best-of-thebest people on tasks of critical
importance to the Warfighter and
the nation. We continuously strive
to create a fulfilling workstyle
that attracts people who have
capability, desire, and dedication. The result is
employee-driven success and ADT's familyfriendly reputation as one of the most desirable
workplaces in the community."
Best educational decision: "Completing my
master's degree in electrical and computer
engineering and continuing my education in
business administration and management of
technology."
A favorite UAH memory: "The encouragement
I received from Dr. Adhami and Dr. Berkowitz
when I stopped pursuing my Ph.D. and focused on
growing the company. Dr. Adhami told me to
think about what I wanted to do, dream about it at
night, wake up every day and go fulfill my dream.
Dr. Berkowitz taught me the importance of strate
gy and focus in marketing and to think as a
businessman, not just an engineering manager."
Best part about doing business in Huntsville:
"Huntsville is a visionary community founded on
the principle of fulfilling dreams. From its roots
in the agriculture and the space program, the

Recommended business-related book:
"The E-Myth Manager," by Michael E. Gerber
All-time favorite movie: "It's a Wonderful Life"
Most hoped-for vacation: Travel to Alaska to
experience the wonders of nature untouched.
Colleagues would be most surprised to learn: "That
my job from time to time requires me crawl under
houses and in attics!"
Chosen way to spend free time: "My favorite place
in the world is on my front porch swing. I can read
a book, visit with family and friends, watch the
birds, or just daydream. Everyone needs daily time
for reflection and regeneration of the mind and
soul."
Favorite technological tool: "The Nextel Units we
use at our office, along with the computer program,
are amazing ways to keep up with business. It's and
all-in-one tool that would be hard to live without."
One thing you'd take to the moon: "1 would take
my Bible (and my reading glasses)."
Personal: Resides on five acres in Madison County.
Husband Donny works for Sunbelt Golf at
Hampton Cove Golf Course. Son Daniel, age 21,
attends UAB; daughter Anna is a sophomore at
New Hope High School.
community continues to prosper with strong eco
nomic development and a spirit of togetherness,
where competitors cooperate and give back for the
good of the community."
Top advice for entrepreneurs: "The difference
between a business and a really expensive hobby is
the customer. Make sure you know everything
about how to best serve yours, and make sure that
they all have something in common so that they
can share their positive experience with others
about doing business with you."
Recommended business-related book:
"Crossing the Chasm" series by Geoffrey Moore
All-time favorite book: "The Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy," by Daniel Adams
Most hoped-for vacation:
Mediterranean countries

A tour of

the

Colleagues would be most surprised to learn:
"I love to express myself through a variety of cre
ative arts, such as oil painting, poetry, and music."
Chosen way to spend free time: "Not working.
You need to fill your tanks with positive experi
ences of mind, body, and spirit, so you can give
your best when you work."
Favorite technological gadget: iPod

Advancement NEWS
Osher Foundation grant targets quality of life, constant learning for
North Alabama seniors through UAH's Academy of Lifetime Learning
The Academy of Lifetime Learning was recently
awarded a $100,000 grant from the California-based
Bernard Osher Foundation that will expand and
strengthen educational and leisure activities specifi
cally designed for older adults enrolled in the
Academy of Lifetime Learning at UAH.
The academy has been renamed as the Osher
Lifelong Learning Institute at UAH. Like other
Osher Institutes, the UAH organization is receiving
operating budget support and, if successful in contin
uing to refine its program, stands eligible to apply for
an endowment grant of no less than $1 million.
"We welcome the academy and The University of
Alabama in Huntsville to the national network of
Osher Lifelong Learning Institutes and congratulate
the university on supporting valuable educational
services to senior adults in the Huntsville area,"
said Mary Bitterman, president of the Bernard Osher
Foundation. "We are confident that the
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UAH will
continue the Osher tradition of encouraging the
development of a vibrant learning community for
seasoned adults."
The academy accepted funding from the founda-

Provost Lewis Radonovich and Director of Continuing
Education, Karen Clanton, join representatives of the
Academy for Lifetime Learning, Toni Reynolds, Jim
Lindberg, and Hugh Nicholson, in celebrating the
Osher Foundation grant.

tion to support its volunteer-run program and to
become a member of the national network of
Osher Institutes. A great benefit to each of the
participating campuses is the ability to exchange
ideas with colleagues from across the country and to
learn from one another.
The grant will allow the academy to address

UAH recipient of $100,000 combined
grant award from Jane K. Lowe Foundation
The Jane Knight Lowe
Foundation recently award
ed UAH two grants totaling

$100,000.
The grants, $50,000 each,
will support the Jane K.
Lowe Memorial Scholarship
fund
at
UAH,
and
enhancements and mainte
nance of Lowe's former
home. The home was
donated to The University
of
Alabama
Huntsville
Foundation (UAHF) nearly
10 years ago by the late
Jane Knight Lowe to host
university events.
"We are grateful for the
generosity of Mrs. Lowe
and her vision for the
futures of UAH
and
Lowe Foundation trustees present gifts to UAH. Pictured, from left are
Huntsville," said J. Derald President Frank Franz, trustees John Wynn and Billy Smith, and Provost
Morgan, vice-president of Lewis Radonovich.
University Advancement
and Executive Director of the UAH Foundation. school students from Madison County to pursue a
"Her home has been a true asset to the UAHF college education at UAH.
in
bringing
UAH
and
the
community
The second $50,000 grant will provide necessary
together."
funds for enhancements and annual maintenance
"The trustees of the Jane Knight Lowe for the building and grounds of the UAH
Foundation have shown exceptional judgment in Foundation Lowe House. The funds will ensure
choosing to enhancing the scholarship program the ongoing maintenance plan for the building
at UAH."
and surrounding property, providing for insurance,
The trustees of the Lowe Charitable Foundation security, utilities and operations.
established the scholarship in 2002 in memory of
The house located in the Twickenham Historical
Jane K. Lowe. She was a generous benefactor and District in Huntsville was designed in the
civic leader in the Huntsville-Madison area and Chateauesque style by architect Herbert Colwell
patron of countless civic and community programs.
and constructed for the Honorable A. S. Fletcher
The first $50,000 grant will support more student in 1902. The Lowe House was renovated in 2001
scholarships through the scholarship endowment, utilizing finds provided by local donors and the
which is designed to attract the most qualified high Lowe Foundation. UAH
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critical needs in order for the program to evolve
in a number of ways, including expansion and
enhancement of facilities, improved access for
physically challenged individuals, improvements
in transportation and parking, development of a
marketing plan to attract more seniors, and the
addition of new and broader course offerings.
Maine native Bernard Osher, a successful busi
nessman, community leader, philanthropist and
patron of education and the arts, founded the
Bernard Osher Foundation in 1977.
The academy is a non-profit corporation
established in 1993 with initial financial and
administrative support from the UAH Division of
Continuing Education. The academy has grown to
more than 1,000 active members, and provides
senior adults from all walks of life with educational
programs for lifelong learning and personal
enrichment as well as occasional leisure activities.
Fall, winter and spring programs are supported by
a diverse group of volunteer-only instructors,
including active and retired professors, physicians,
engineers, school teachers, mechanics, and
homemakers. UAH
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Class NOTES

Please send class notes to kr0lflt2a@UQh«edtJ

2005

1997

HMdtn Eainwte, BA, foreign languages
and international trade, is a systems analyst
working for SAIC, Huntsville.

CtepH4teJtetfanW.Biffte, BS, mechanical engineer

2004
Njfoate Camtem

BS, management, is

currently working as an assistant office manager
for Wenzel Metal Spinning, Inc, Scottsboro, Ala.
~ • , BS, chemical engineering, was
recognized
with his class in the UA
Rural Medical Scholars Program at the Ninth
Annual RMS Convocation April 21 during the
Annual Alabama Rural Health Conference
Tuscaloosa, Ala.

PtentettE Stoirtfojxij,

ing, has returned to the US from an overseas for
ward deployed location where he participated in
Operation Enduring Freedom.

1985
SusamlL OUnteKct, MA, English, is a visiting assis
tant professor of English at UAH.
Ttemgjtelijffi, BS, industrial and systems engineer
ing, is a managing director working
Entreprenuer, Batam Island, Indonesia.

KaSfey ZeiiR&siOTi,
MS Engineering, '85,

1996
Jamas E. Vteiftite® 111, MS, management, has
accepted a new job as a senior test engineer / plan
ner for SAIC, Huntsville.

BA, history, has accepted a new job as
an admissions counselor for UAH, Huntsville, Ala.

1995

BS, accounting, is working as
an examiner for the State of Alabama Department of
Examiners of Public Accounts, Montgomery, Ala.

»IL. IPtiigjh, BS, civil engineering, has pastored Hayneville Baptist Church since 2003.
Currently he is working on his doctorate and
resides in Hayneville, Ala.

Ta#rC.. Pterins, BA, history, is a senior historical
data analyst for Florida Department of State,
Tallahassee, Fla.

k SrawH BS, engineering, has been
selected general manager of the Limestone County
Water Authority, Ala.

Utefeeeta L.Epnitpr, BS, nursing, has accepted a
new job as an RN for Roper Saint Francis
Healthcare, Goose Creek, SC.

ZelidhcMa promoted
at Northrop Gramman

0tei!®<S.lfltste, BSBA, '95, M.Acc., '99, has passed
the CPA exam on the first attempt, a feat accom
plished by fewer than 11% of those who sit for the
test. She is first person from UAH who holds the
M.Acc.degree to be inducted into M.Acc. Beta
Gamma Sigma. She is a finance and reporting
manager for SAIC, Huntsville.

has been named sector
vice president of
mission assurance and
six sigma at Northrop
Grumman for the
company's mission
systems sector.
Kyiky Ssfiidtemi
Zelickson will lead
the sector's efforts to
apply mission assurance and six sigma
processes and principles for improved
quality, greater productivity and pre
dictable program performance.
She previously served as vice president
of ground-based midcourse defense
programs, one of the company's major
missile-defense contracts. Zelickson's
undergraduate degree is in engineering
science and math from Vanderbilt
University.

1979
Sara Wiitm Wratetet; BS, math, is a math teacher
and coach at Alexandria High School, Ohatchee,
AL. She teaches 7th & 8th grade math, heads the
AHS volleyball program, coaches varsity volleyball,
and junior high Softball.
Stejdlwiin 1. Wtoitetek, MS, management, has
accepted a new position as associate director of
housing and residence life at Mississippi State
University, Miss.

2003
taint ll. Stensaftteiigjfn BS, computer engineering,
is an engineer systems manager for FN
Manufacturing, Columbia, SC.

ItffiiMULfcHgMt BA, psychology, is a database
analyst for Progressive Corporation, Mentor, Ohio.
1994_
Jtefttmf.ttw®, BS, mechanical engineering, accept
ed a new job as a systems engineer for
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Btoitt 41 Ptasann, MS, management, is the owner /
proprietor of her own CPA firm in Madison, Ala.
H8inita% R. Stete, BS, accounting, is currently
working as a director of internal audit for Cal Dive
International, Houston, Tx.

1993

Saraftn L KtelM, BS, civil engineering, is a geotechnical and environmental engineer for QORE
Property Sciences, Huntsville.

l% GtenpMi Wartt, MA, English, has been
named editor of the Faith and Values section of the
Huntsville Times.

2002

-MNyS.HtapBr, MS, management, is a professor
and program coordinator for Indiana State
University, Terre Haute, Ind.

Wfamsr Mitel; MS, engineering, has a new posi
tion working as a project engineer for Ausco,
Incorporation, Woodside, N.Y.
Siisfflti ©ramtefc

BS, marketing, has accept

ed a new position as the director of annual giving
for Huntsville Hospital Foundation.

1992

ing as a research assistant for SA Technologies,
Marietta, Ga.

IWMrteltelWl.Ramfter, BS, finance, is the coordinator
of youth ministry for St. Bartholomew Catholic
Church, Katy, Texas.

1991

2000
Siiltefta taiWjjsteii, BS, computer engineering, is a
software engineer for Net.com, Canton, Mich.

T&iipWIfefWtelllriS;, BS, accounting, is the director

Frank K. Kteliiite, BS, management information sys

1990

tems, is currently employed with the US Navy,
Norfolk, Va.

tf A. VKUrih, BS, biological science, is self
employed as a periodontist located in Memphis,
Tenn.

1999
AtetonyA Trutete, BS, math, is a captain assigned
to Headquarters Air Combat Command at Langley
AFB, VA. His duty title is Deputy Chief, F-16
Maintenance and Logistics.

of Brokerage Commissions for Highland Capital
Brokerage, Inc, Birmingham, Ala.

US. Wtantety; BA, art, is a professional pho
tographer and owns her own business called C.
Hornsby Studio. Her portraits were recently dis
played at Parkway Place Mall, Huntsville.

IL. Jteife, BS, mechanical engineering,
has a new position working with the air protection
branch including planning and support program,
planning and regulatory development unit for the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources,
Atlanta, Ga.

1986

1999
<S tallte,

BS, engineering, has opened a

new business, The Toad Stool, in Scottsboro, Ala.

Patera® CDtertfe fflazauskas,

BA,

psychology,

is the owner and director of the Child Development
Center in Clyde, Texas.

1968
Etemis /K, IfSi®®, MS, mechanical engineering,
has been named the director of the Safety
and Mission Assurance organization at Kennedy
Space Center, Fla.

Etontii® (£,
BS, management, has been
named assistant superintendent of human
resources for the Hamilton County, Tennessee
school systems, Tenn.

1978
fFteJiarefoSAteas; BS, finance, is currently working
as a real estate project manager for Plum Creek
Timber Company, Atlanta, Ga.
BA, political science, has been
named Coordinator of the Hesychia School of
Spiritual Direction at the Redemptorist Renewal
Center in Tucson, Ariz. She and her husband,
Duane Schneider, live in Tucson.

DEATHS

2005
"Ifflran® IL.
Ph.D., mechanical engineering,
died in July. He was an engineering professor at
UAH and a resident of Huntsville.

2004
Jatat IMS, Esswtell BS, biological sciences, died in
September. He was a resident of Tuskegee, Ala.

1990
E. WteWtexH llll, MSM, administrative
science, died in Oct.
He was a resident of
Madison, Ala.

1989
CtirttelL.lLamtei; BS, electrical engineering, died in
June. He was a resident of Madison, Ala.

1985
ili^ fff.
BS, mechanical engineering, died
in July. She lived in Madison, Ala.

1984
BS, mechanical engineer
ing, died in Aug. She was a resident of Huntsville.
1976
SUsmilWl. ItlteSfiaw; BA, English, died in July. She
lived in Huntsville.

1974
^k. UMigttw&H MSA, industrial and
systems engineering, died in June. He was a
resident of Huntsville.

1971
WtottaffiW.IWteiTiitej BA, history, died in July. She
lived in Huntsville.

Association changes
credit card provider
U.S. Bank is the alumni

Jten® E. Jiafojsam, MS, industrial and systems
engineering, was recently promoted to the position
of Director for the U.S. Army Redstone Technical
Test Center, Ala.

2001
WtetnAi Acton, MA, psychology, is currently work

1975
itetaaC.IWtlltei; MS, administrative science, is an
attorney practicing with Attorneys At Law,
Huntsville.

for

WHEN*

Jam P. Riifc®, BS, management information
systems, has accepted a new job as a computer
programmer for NASA/AZ Technology, Huntsville.

BS, Procurement, is the pro
curement manager for WestWind Technologies,
Inc. Her husband David graduated from UAH in
1982 and is an engineer for CAS, Inc.

association's new affinity credit card
partner offering university logoed
Visa cards that give you the chance
to show your UAH pride and help
raise funds for scholarships and
programs with every use. U.S. Bank
Visa is now the only official UAH
credit card that helps generate
scholarship dollars.

f: \

n

While individual card use is completely confidential, the association
receives a donation on the total amount charged by everyone who carries
the UAH Visa card. Since the association first started offering a credit card
program many years ago, the total contributed to the scholarship fund has
exceeded $50,000
Many alumni carry an earlier version of the UAH card issued by another
provider but the Alumni Board of Directors voted to change credit card
providers last spring to improve customer service. We hope you'll transfer
to our new card partner so that your regular activities continue to assist
UAH students.
To change to the new U.S. Bank Visa, or to sign up for the first time,
visit our web site at www.uah.edu. Click on "alumni" then on "credit card."
There is no fee to transfer balances from your other credit cards, a 0%
introductory APR, no annual fee, and best of all, you're helping UAH
students by simply using the card as you go about your usual business.
And by the way, you may receive a credit card offer from us in the
mail. Rest assured that we have maintained your privacy by using our
own internal mailing list to offer you this service.
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